
Original Self-Pour Pioneers 

 

Table Tap has been an exceptional technology partner. They have unrivaled expertise that really helped 

with my first restaurants. I believe they are the best at what they do and their technology is second to 

none in the self-pour sector. I look forward to scaling my franchise with their full technology suite. 

Restaurants, bars and taprooms makeup Table Tap’s largest market. People are always looking 

for the cool feature when selecting a place to go and our self-pour taps have been that attraction. 

The boom of craft beer in the United States over the past 10 years has brought the new trend of 

sampling and tasting beverages.  

 
With Table Tap technology, patrons can pour, sip and taste without losing your business 

money. Our technology eliminates the need for bartenders and servers to log every drink poured. 

Each guest is issued an RFID card, which is used to access the taps. Our system will then track 

every ounce dispensed and charge their card accordingly. This allows patrons to taste and sample 

as many beverages as they would like without losing the business money. In addition, staff 

members can now spend their time on the floor educating customers on different draft beverages 

and flavor profiles, creating a better user-experience.   



 
Table Tap’s fully integrated solution is a perfect fit for restaurants, bars and taprooms of all 

shapes and sizes. Whether you are a full capacity table service operation or a microbrewery 

catering beverages to everyone who walks in your doors, our system can help streamline your 

operations and increase your revenue. The sweet spot for a taproom is 24-80 wall taps, 

depending on square footage and concept.  
 

Currently, there is an amenity war for attracting new tenants to urban living communities across 

the country. Developers are looking for a differentiating factor to draw in residents and found 

self-pour technology to be the answer. 

  



People dream of living in a space with draft beverages on tap, yet many apartment communities 

have struggled to offer draft beverages on tap due to the cost of goods sold and liability. Table 

Tap is your solution. Table Tap’s self-pour monitoring and control technology allows property 

management to limit daily consumption per resident. Tenants will receive a RFID card, which 

gives them access to a predetermined amount of ounces per day.  Through integrations with Xero 

and GoCardless, we are able to bill daily, weekly or monthly for consumption. Whether you are 

looking to offer the draft beverages for free or charge your residents, our software gives you the 

power to be in control.  

 
Table Tap can also enable a second layer of security to ensure underage residents are unable to 

access that taps through our optional 4 digit pin code, making it a great option for multi-family 

developments. Our self-pour technology fosters socialization between tenets and helps to build a 

sense of culture and community throughout your property. The sweet spot for residential 

developments is 2-12 taps. Differentiate your Urban Living space with a Table Tap turnkey 

solution. 
 

Table Tap is the original pioneer of self-pour technology in the United States. We have more experience 

and have installed more self-pour beer systems than any other company in the world, beating out our 

competitor’s time and time again. With our talented team and turnkey solution, we have the ability to 

set up your self-pour operation correctly the first time around.  



 

Our competitors do not always install their own hardware and feel comfortable putting their technology 

in the hands of field technicians who may or may not have experience with a self-pour system. Not us. 

We take pride in doing it ourselves, making sure we get it right every step of the way.  Through our 

collaborative planning process and technical expertise, we tailor your installation to insure your self-

pour establishment has what it needs to execute flawlessly. 

For more details, please visit at https://thetabletap.com/ 
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